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This really is the book I have been
waiting for as a KS 2 and 3 teacher
and as a tutor of Bachelor of Education (B Ed) students. It is a mine of
information, not only defining the
words of science, which our pupils
encounter but also providing ground
information on scientists, essential
science information and a succinct
account of the major science ideas.
For example on page 49 there is biographical detail on Alexander Graham Bell with background biographical information as well as an account
of his scientific discovery. Additional
information is highlighted in blocks
amongst the definitions. Full colour
illustrations complement the text.
The concept behind this useful
book is that science has its own language. On the one hand this is related to everyday English but, on the
other hand, familiar words can have
specific scientific meanings such as
‘force’.
There is a paired website (www.
smallwords.com.uk) with plenty of
word games such as word searches,
cross words and a scientific word version of Sudoku called by the author
Scidoku! All this material is freely
downloadable and further ideas for
materials are welcomed buy forwarding them to william@smallwords.
co.uk
I came across this fantastic book
at The Association for Science Education conference in Reading UK this
past January and was so pleased that
at last someone had produced such a
useful book. Upper Key Stage 2 pupils will find it useful and interesting
as well as Key Stage 3 and beyond.
It will also be useful to some special
needs pupils and Life Long Learners.
I suspect that a great many teachers will also find it a very valuable
resource.
(£12 each for orders of 6 or more
from Small Words, PO Box 1080 ,
Heston, Cambridge, postage is £5
for one book and £2.50 for each additional book. It is heavy! Some book
retailers also sell it.)

Considering that many students
follow biological-related degree programmes without A levels in Biology,
it seems that having a book introducing Microbiology to school pupils and
undergraduate students would be
highly beneficial.
In 68 pages it is not easy to
present the whole range of microbes
and this book, through five chapters,
is focusing on microbes associated
with diseases, food production (good
and bad ones) and microbes involved
in environmental issues, while the
last chapter focuses on a very topical aspect of the association between
microbes and climate change.
All the pictures are in colour, explicit and comprehensive for nonbiologists (some are real photos from
the micro-organisms while some others are computer-generated illustrations). There is a CD with this book
with a beautiful 80-slide powerpoint
presentation (very useful for your
teaching) and some pedagogical tools
to stimulate discussion and comprehension with students. Considering
the low price of this book (even free in
some circumstances) it should be part
of any school or university library. It
is a clear and concise book for any student interested in revising or learning
basic facts about microbes.

Sue Dale Tunnicliffe
Usefulness to pupils *****
Usefulness to teachers *****

Olivier Sparagano
Usefulness to student ****
Usefulness to teacher ****

is approaching a biological-science
course from either a weak or distant educational background at circa
GCSE level (in a UK context). College teachers of vocational courses,
for example, will be familiar with the
challenges presented and the dearth
of quality resources.
There is a substantial ‘study
skills’ section which attempts to diagnose ‘preferred learning style’ and
offers genuinely useful strategies. A
mathematics-refresher runs to goodGCSE standard and a chemistry section is pragmatic and to the point: ‘if
you can understand bumper-cars you
can understand bonding’. Biological
terminology is thoroughly presented,
including a good section on prefix-,
suffix- construction. An AS-level
overview of general biological concepts rounds-off the bulk of the work.
As a basic-skills book this is rather good and many an early-AS student would benefit. Anyone familiar
with the self-help: ‘....for Idiots’ series
of guides will feel at home. There is
no colour but a liberal use of marginal icons and an informal, humorous
but direct writing style. Quick and
simple self-tests facilitate progressmonitoring.
Inevitably the spelling idiosyncrasies will prove somewhat problematic
but the content and its accessibility
really does seem to address student
needs. There are ‘Get Ready for..’ titles relating to ‘Biology’, ‘Nursing’,
and ‘A&P’ (anatomy and physiology)
which are said to follow a similar format. As the reviewed title might advise: ‘Go check them out!’.
John Bertouche
Usefulness to student: ***
Usefulness to teacher: ***
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Actually, this isn’t really a microbiology book. Only the final chapter (some
30 pages) covers some basic prokaryotic cell structure and function.
‘Get Ready for.. .’ is the significant
phrase. The book stems from the U.S.A
‘Community College’ movement with
its diversity-and-accessibility mission.
The intended target is the post-16
(maybe adult) college student who

For anyone who is interested in the
state of the world’s oceans this book
is an essential read. Problems that
threaten the world’s oceans are covered including Biodiversity, Fisheries,
Aquaculture, Pollution, Increasing
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, and Equity. The final chapter on Marine Reserves proposes that a global network
of protected areas is needed to restore
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